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Research programme
•

Adaptation of flood risk management policy to climate
change at national and regional levels: innovative
measures and instruments

•

by a consortium of:
• Deltares
• Delft University of Technology (DUT)
• Wageningen University en Research Centre (WUR)
• Institute for Environmental Studies, Free University, Amsterdam
• HKV lijn in water
• Flood Hazard Research Centre (FHRC MU)
•

•

GFZ German Research Center for Geosciences

Character: scientifically sound, but practice-oriented (cofinanced by stakeholders)
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6 Work packages
1. Controlling flood levels: flexible flood barrier systems
2. Reducing the impact of waves: natural buffers
3. Multi-functional flood-protection zones (embankments)
4. Reduction of flood consequences
5. International comparison of adaptation policies
6. Cross-cutting approaches: uncertainty, robustness and
designing for spatial quality

Key concepts connecting the work packages
•

Risk approach
• Flood risk = Flood probability * (exposure)* flood consequence
• Thus consider both/ all three in view of:
• effectiveness in risk reduction
• cost-effectiveness/ efficiency

•

Sustainability
• Future-proof, climate-change proof, side effects
• A.o.:
• Robustness
• Flexibility (adaptation paths)
• Spatial quality
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Work package 1: Flood control barriers
• Goal: control flood levels
• Main Q.: better open, closed or closeable?
• Sub q’s:
• Robustness/ vulnerability of individual barriers and sets
of barriers
• Side-effects and potentials
• Adaptability

• Case: Rotterdam-Rijnmond

Work package 2: Natural buffers
• Goal: control of wave attack
• Key Q.: effect of ‘natural’ shores on wave attack?
• Sub q’s:
• Dune development in past, present and future?
• Effect of salt marshes on wave attack?
• How to promote accretion?

• Cases: Wadden Sea and SW Delta
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Work package 3: Robust multi-functional defences
• Goal: prevent dike failure and loss of space
• Key Q.: how to design flood defence zones which
yield more than merely flood protection?
• Sub q’s:
• Possible functions of flood protection zones?
• Instruments/ procedure for participatory design and
assessment?
• Contribution to risk reduction at dike-ring area level?

• Cases: SW Delta, Wadden Sea, rivers, Rijnmond,
etc.

Work package 4: Exposure and consequence
reduction
• Goal: prevent damage and loss of life
• Key Q.: how effective are consequence reducing
measures in protected and un-protected parts of
the Nederlands?
• Sub q’s:
•
•
•
•

potential of regulatory risk zoning ?
potential of building regulations?
potential role of insurance arrangements?
all 3 by comparing Dutch and foreign experiences (US,
UK, GER)

• Case: Rotterdam-Rijnmond, natural river valleys
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Work package 5: International comparison of
adaptation strategies
•
•
•

Goal: learning from elsewhere
Key Q.: how do other developed coastal countries adapt
their FRM?
Sub q’s:
• Which future hydraulic conditions are taken into account and
why?
• How is the issue of uncertainty addressed?
• Which measures and policy instruments are applied, and why?

•

Cases: UK, Germany, Italy, USA, Indonesia

Work package 6: Cross-cutting approaches:
dealing with uncertainties and enhancing spatial
quality
•

Goal: operationalisation of concepts and translation into
guiding principles

•

Key Q.: how can buzz-words be translated into practical
guidance for design, policy making and planning?
Sub q’s:

•

• what does robustness of flood risk systems mean?
• How do flood defences affect the spatial quality of countryside
environments?
• How can safe cities be developed in flood-prone deltas?

•

Cases: Netherlands (with specification for Coast, SW Delta,
large Rivers, Rotterdam/Rijnmond)
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Contact/ know more/ remain informed?
•

Visit our exhibit (joined with theme 2)

•

Visit our website (for a summary of the research
programme)

•

Subscribe to our newsletters (in Dutch)

•

Otherwise …?
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